
dents could quickly understand the essential points and then used it as sup
port in the form of diagrams and models.

The better teachers recapitulated and made summaries of the essential
points of the topic much more often than the weaker teachers.

The better teachers were not content with one task for each topic; they
gave students several interconnected tasks for the same thematic unit (a
combination or a seriesof tasks). The better teachers preferred difficult and
demanding tasks. But they also guided the students in carrying them out
muchmore than the other teachers and resorted repeatedly to suchmeans as
orientative diagrams.

The better teachers trained their students to control and evaluate their
own ability already beforedoing exercises. More attentively than theircol
leagues, theyalso followed how the students solved these tasks, and not just
the final outcomes.6

Ritva Jakku-Sihvonen conducted astudy of theinstruction given instate
employees' training courses inFinland. Her results showed that only about 30
per cent of the training sessions started with an orientative introduction to the
subject. In 78 per cent of the sessions there was no practical exercise at all.
Systematization of the contents was almost always absent. And attempts to
control and evaluate what was learned could only beobserved in 20 per cent
ofthe sessions. Unrivalled attention was given to transmitting new knowledge
and associating it with former knowledge.

The researcher herself commented: "Based on the frequency of instruc
tional functions, one is left with the general impression that instructors
strongly emphasize the presentation and, to someextent, the consolidation
ofknowledge. Goal-orientation seems tobe shoved into the background, as
is also practical action directed at mastering course contents. Obviously,
then, the intention within the teaching process is good learning, but its
achievement is reduced to the transmission of knowledge rather than the
pursuit of actually mastering it."7

Complete instructional treatment is ademanding standard for instruc
tors. Ideally it should becarried out in each thematic unit. Complete instruc
tional treatment helps toguarantee the integral learning of each unit and to
create a firm basis from which tomove forward tothe following topic.

The complete instructional treatment is facilitated byhaving plenty of
time fora thematic unit. However, there are situations in which one must sim
ply be content with asingle teaching lesson or lecture, perhaps lasting just one
hour. Even such an isolated lesson can include several instructional functions
which together form an entire unit, though in thatcase one runs the riskof
treating the subject matter superficially and switching too quickly from one
function to another.
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A lesson of an hour's duration need not be limited to the transmission of

new knowledge. Lecturers can motivate and orientate participants to their
topic. They should also systematize the essential aspects of the topic, for
example by means of selected questions and discussion. A carefully prepared
lecturer might append some small form of practice and application to a short
lecture. On the basis of responses from the audience, he or she might also
control and correct the results of their learning. In other words, some
restricted form of complete instructional treatment can in principle be real
ized even in one lesson. But to do it successfully is difficult and requires
meticulousplanning. Thus, this shouldbe regarded asanexception,not some
thing to be striven after.

There are also exceptional curriculum units for which it is neither pos
sible nor necessary to apply the standard of complete instructional treatment.
This might be the case in an introduction unit or in a concluding unit of a
course. In the introduction, one might concentrate on preparing, motivating
and orientating. In the conclusion, one might be intensely systematizing,
criticizing, evaluating and controlling. In such units, onecan intentionally aim
at a partialinstructional treatment.

The use ofcomplete instructional treatment is notlimited to the level of
thematicunits.The whole coursemust alsobe shaped to facilitate a meaning
ful and integral learning process. In other words, thematic units should be
connectedto each other and progress logically. Each unit will have its own
main instructional function when viewed as a part of a course. Certain the
matic units primarily convey and elaborate new knowledge, others focus on
applyingit.

On the one hand, then, the thematic unit needscompleteinstructional
treatment; onthe other hand, thewhole course needs it as well. The thematic
units are the foundation, however. The quality of learning depends on the
complete instructional treatment carried out in each one ofthem.

Analysing instruction

Suppose that this book is given toastudent toread in preparation for a
forthcoming course. This student has done some training, now heorshe wants
toget better in that job. The student knows that in the beginning ofthe course
a test will be held on the basis of the book. The student reads the book at
home or in the workplace.

How should we analyse this sequence of instruction usingthe concepts
presented in this chapter? What instructional formats, social modes and
instructional functions are involved?
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Diagram22: Form for planning and analysing instruction

Course: Training of trainers - New approach to instruction

Thematic unit
and its main

function in the
course (1)
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(?)
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(3)

Contents

(4)

Instructional

function

(5)

Instructional
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(6)
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(7)

Materials,
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Notes,
observations

(9)

1. Introduction 1.1 about

5 days
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reading task
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-individual
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-book
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used as an
example

1.6 40min Task completion;
see above

-orienting
-applying

-independent
assignment
(student task #3)

-work in
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Diagram 22 is a form which can be used to analyse and plan instruction.
The example chosen here is the beginning of a course for trainers, aimed at
developing an instructional approach based on similar ideas as the ones pre
sented in this book.

It is natural when analysing teaching to advance from the readily
observable external aspects to the internal aspects, that is from instructional
formats and social modes to instructional functions. It will be recalled that

instructional functions cannot usually be specified without outlining the com
plete treatmentof a thematic unit and the significance of each teaching phase
as an intermediate step.

In the example analysed in diagram 22, the readingof the book is aimed
at arousing a conflict between the reader's former concepts and teaching
habits and the new points of view in the book: this is motivating. At the same
time, the book is supposed to promote the formation of a new orientation
basis: this is orientating. Here we see a phase of teaching with two equally
important parallel functions - a twin function. In diagram 22, there are other
examplesof suchtwin functions.

Each teaching phase also has its side effects, secondary functions. But
the teacher must concentrate in his or her planning and analysis on specifying
themain function of each phase from the point of view of complete instruc
tional treatment.

The form depicted indiagram 22 also includes acolumn for notes. When
teaching isanalysed, this column is the place for observations on particular
characteristics of the instructional sequence, including weaknesses, distur
bances and innovative solutions.

The uses of the form (diagram 22) in the planning of instruction are dis
cussed in detail in Chapter 7.

The choice of teaching methods

The ideas presented in this chapter can now be condensed into a few
simplified directions for choosing teaching methods:

Stage 1. When drawing up your orientation basis, clarify to yourself
what is the "red thread" of the contents of this thematic unit and the logic of
the subject matter. That is, draw up apreliminary scheme of the succession of
main points and essential concepts.

Stage 2. Reshape this scheme into a draft or synopsis for complete
instructional treatment of the thematic unit. The contents must be divided
into phases and the instructional function of each phase must be specified so
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that they all form a sequence that makes possible the completion of an inte
gral cycle of investigative learning. Be careful not to neglect any of the six
steps of the cycle of investigative learning. Use and combine instructional
functions with elasticity and imagination.

Stage 3. Choose the most meaningful instructional format and social
mode for each instructional function. Maintain variety. Remember that exter
nal factors are alsoimportant. Sitting in one place for too long a time and star
ing at the same faces also renders learning difficult even when the contents of
teaching are inspiring and demanding.

Stage 4. Carefully outline the student tasks you intend to use in the dif
ferent phases. Try to constructa seriesof tasks with varying degrees of com
plexity. Aim at whole tasks that are embedded in the context of the relevant
work practice. Remember that a thematic unit withno student tasks is proba
bly ineffective and boring. Still worse is a unit in which the orientation basis is
of no use in mastering the student tasks.

1Cooperative instruction refers here totwo-way interaction between the teacher and the
students. It must be distinguished from theories and programmes of collaborative learning
which refer tocollaboration between students. See footnote 29 in Chapter 2.

2Newman, Griffin &Cole, 1989, p. 33. On problem finding, see also Getzels &Csik-
szentmihalyi (1976); onthestudents' interpretation of tasks, seeHallden (1982).

3See for example Zankov et al. (1977).
4Researchers areoften sceptical aboutwhether teachers canmake adifference in the

quality ofstudent learning. Probably one reason for this is that the multi-step cycle ofinvestiga
tive learning is institutionally difficult to implement inschool settings which operate within the
traditional framework ofenclosed classrooms, discrete lessons, and separate subjects ordisci
plines. These boundaries are much less prevalent inwork-related training ofadults.

5For methods ofvideo-based analysis ofwork, see Jordan &Henderson (1993).
*Grassel & Bonnke, 1977, pp. 192-199.
7Jakku-Sihvonen, 1981, pp. 81-83.
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PLANNING INSTRUCTION 7
The importance of planning

What is the most common way to plan teaching? In work-related train
ing of adults, one often proceeds as follows:

Administrative planning for a training session starts when a course is
deemed necessary and given some general title. The schedule, location, lec
ture themes and possible lecturers are determined, and the procedures for
selecting participants aredecided. A briefintroduction to the course mightbe
drawn up with apparently convincing behavioural objectives.

Specific planning of teaching only begins when the date for the session is
drawing near. It is done in a hurry, with much lesscarethan the administrative
planning. Lecturers areeither invited fora joint consultation or contactedindi
vidually regarding thesubject onwhich theyintend to speak. With luck, they
provide askeleton of their lectures just before thecourse orafter it has begun.
By this stage, the planner of the course, normally thesame person as itsdirec
tor, ispretty worried that the presentations will overlap. Usually heorshedoes
not venture to interfere too much with lecturecontents- afterall, the lecturers
are specialists in their fields. Nor would he or she have time for that.

Planners or course directors are also concerned to make the instruction
agreeable. They place group work and breaks between heavy lectures. They
invent some original sources of variety, perhaps a film, a panel discussion ora
field trip. They also plan how the different lectures will be connected to each
other, sketching out ways tointroduce the individual lecturers. Finally, they plan
anopening for the session ("Should amanagement representative be invited to
make a few opening remarks ?")and aconclusion ("Don't forget tohave partic
ipants fill outevaluation forms to ascertain which lecturers were good").

The planner or course director might in fact give instructions to the lec
turers, for example: "Use clear overhead projector transparencies," or "One
hears poorly in the back of the room, sospeak loudly enough." These instruc
tions generally concern the way in which contact is made with the audience.

How can the planning described above be characterized ? It was concen
trated on and limited to the external factors of instruction. Diagram 23 reiter
ates this book's view of the external and internal factors in teaching. The
focus of thischapter, the output of planning, is highlighted in italics.
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Diagram 23: The external and internal factors in teaching (3)

External factors Internal factors

(means by which students' observable (means by which students' mental
behaviour and situation are controlled) work is guided)

Instructional objectives

desired observable performances described contents to be mastered, described in the
in the forni of behavioural objectives form of cognitive objectives, or orientation

bases of performances

Study motivation

stimuli, rewards and punishments to keep the students' interest in the subject matter
attention of the students awakened through intellectual confrontation

and cognitive conflict

Choice of teaching content

ready-made factsand performance schemes models, principles, systemsofideas,and
modes of discourse

Methods of teaching

variable forms ofteaching; entertainment stepwiserealization ofan entire cycleof
maintenance of momentary alertness; learning bymeans ofcompleteinstructional
assurance of students' external activeness treatment

Output ofplanning

time schedule, lecture outline, transparencies curriculum tora thematic unit ofInstruction,
explaining theprogress of teaching from the
viewpointof learning

The Instructor in the teaching situation (teaching skills)

presentation skills; command ofimmediate command ofthecontent ofthesubject
social interaction; organizational skills; matter; flexible reliance onthecurriculum;
audiovisual techniques instructor's ethics

Planning which concentrates on the external factors of teaching basi
cally produces time schedules, lecture outlines and packages of material, for
instance, for the overhead projector. It does not provide a design which out
lines the learningprocess ofstudents.

Individual lecturers' or instructors' plans for teaching are also often lim
ited to the external factors. They plantheir lectures as if for themselves alone,
dishing out ready information to students withoutreferring to the key con
cepts of their subject matteror to the sources of the conclusions they draw.
Instead of on learning, they focus on "creating contact", "making an impact"
or "arresting attention".
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Thus they develop stylish, multi-coloured diagrams or clever quips to
make their lectures spicy, thinking they have succeeded when they get par
ticipants laughing. Or perhaps they put their main emphasis on discussion
and develop social techniques to inspire even the most taciturn students to
speak their mind - thus avoiding the burden of teaching anything new to the
students.

Many instructors are familiar with the temptation not to plan their
teaching at all.They simply present the audience with what they know (or
have read) of a subject and "improvise" the rest.

Improvisation, sensitivity and instinctive mastery of the situation are
often held to be the most importantdistinctions of a good teacher. It is said
that teaching is an art which cannot be nor should be overly planned in
advance. Advance planning is thought to bindthe teacher, to make teaching
formal and lifeless.

This isa prejudiced understanding. Improvisation and planning are not
antithetic. On the contrary, it is difficult to improvise without a carefully
drawn plan. If a plan is missing, teaching is almost sure to be stiff and
schematic: one begins to repeat oneself, tell the same anecdotes, use the same
drawings, withoutthinkinghow they all connect.

A careful preliminary plan gives a firm basis on which instructors know
they may improvise when need and opportunity arise. Without agood plan,
unanticipated situations are likely to confuse the lecturer's pre-arranged
ideas. Intensive discussion might arise around some particular detail and sud
denly the lecturer notices that the time is upand the main point has not been
treated. This is not improvising or being flexible, but rather being adrift.

The instructor who has drawn up a detailed plan of the unit, on the
other hand, can proportion the unanticipated situation with regards to the
whole. This instructorcan re-estimate the use of time in order to make sure
that the main point of the unit receives sufficient attention. But only a plan
which is based on the students' learning process can have this practical
value. A plan for teaching is needed which starts with the internal factors of
teaching.

The concept of curriculum

Planning is not merely thinking in advance about instruction. It requires
the drawing up of a writtenplan. Such a plan is called a curriculum.

Traditionally curricula have been designed for studies leading to a
degree or diploma, suchas is given in high schools or trade schools. Courses
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of work-related adult education or personnel training often do not lead to a
formal degree or diploma. This means larger degrees of freedom and innova
tion in planning - not less need for planning.

A curriculum is aimed at guiding and monitoring the teaching and learn
ing processes. For a plan to be really useful and not formal, the persons who
will be carrying out the teaching must be centrally involved in the design. It
must be the instructors' own plan for guiding their work, not obligations or
limitations set by someone else. Even if there is no curriculumdrawn up for
the whole course, it is beneficial for the individual lecturer to have prepared a
plan for his or her own teaching portion.

Curriculum fuses administrative planning of a course with the design of
the teaching-learning process proper. In a sense, the administrative and eco
nomic specifications of training are translated into the language of teaching
and learning. Curriculum design, however, should definitely not be subordi
nated to administrative planning. On the contrary, the instructional concerns
whichmanifest themselves in the preparation of curriculum should also influ
ence decisions concerning the duration and location of training and the selec
tion of participants.

A curriculum serves the following purposes:

o A curriculum guides and coordinates the work of instructors. It helps
the individual teacher to harmonize his or her own teaching with the
whole course.

o A curriculum provides teachers with a shared language and toolkit for
planning. The use ofacommon model for planning acurriculum facili
tates communication between instructors and increases their collabora
tion concerning contents and methods.

o A curriculum promotes thedevelopment of continuous, multi-phased
training programmes and multifaceted organizational forms for teaching
and learning. The preparation of a curriculum implies a desire to
encourage integral learning and thorough teaching. A curriculum per
mits the association of several different, successive or parallel portions
of training such as courses, seminars, theme days, self-instruction, men
toring and apprenticeship in the workplace, and study groups.

o A curriculum promotes the documenting and practical discussion of
teaching experiences as well as thesystematic evaluation of teaching.
A written, precise curriculum isa document which can be effectively
exploited in teacher training. The valuable accomplishments, eventual
difficulties and new insights concerning specific pointsof a curriculum
can be consciously and systematically documented in the process and at
the conclusion of teaching.
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A curriculum orientates and prepares students for instruction. It can
and should be given to students to be used as a tool for reflecting on the
studies and for participating in their continuous design, critique and
evaluation.

A curriculum facilitates complete instructional treatment and integral
investigative learning. A detailed, theoretically informed plan which
seeks to monitor the teaching-learning process is the only guarantee of
complete instructional treatment.

A curriculum increases teachers' sensitivity, accuracy and flexibility. A
written curriculum gives them the possibility to occasionallydisengage
themselves in the midst of teachingto spend a moment in dialogue with
their curriculum.This prevents instructors from getting carriedaway by
situational stimulation and from admiring too much the sound of their
own voices. Appropriate improvisation is only possible when the whole
plan is mastered.

The general part of a curriculum

The curriculum can be divided into two parts, the general and the spe
cific. Both have their own purposes.

The general part of a curriculum gives an overall picture of the back
ground of the training course or program, its aims, contents, and the manner
in which it will be carried out. The general part may include the following
components:

1. A description of thecompetencies which are to begained by training.

Forexample:
The purpose of thiscourse is to train new factory inspectors whomaster

the legislation on workplace safety and health and know how to apply it by
taking independent and collaborative actions and decisions that facilitate
safety and health in workplaces.

2. A comment on howthe training is linked to the development of the
work practice and organization.

For example:
This training isconcerned with enhancing the transformation of factory

inspectors' work practice and organization from the traditional "police" role
toward the roleof a consultant (This may be concretized with the help of a
model, such as diagram9 in Chapter 2.)
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3. An account of the basis for selecting participants and the possibilities
for further training.

For example:
Participants should have completed basic courses in hazard identifica

tion, accident prevention and industrial hygienebefore this course.

An extension course will be organized for participants within a year. At
that time, practical experiences of applying the contents of the present course
will be presented and evaluated.

4. A comment on the selection of contents.

For example:
The bases for selecting course contents have been (a) the rapid changes

in work conditions due to new technologies and globalization of production,
(b) new experiences gained in various countries from preventive and develop
mental approaches to occupational safety and health.

5. A statement on the cognitive objectives of training.

For example:
The objective of the course is to develop the ability of trainees to under

stand and master practically the complex system of factors affecting work
place safety and health. This complex system is presented in a diagrammatic
form (see diagram 16 in Chapter 4).

On the basis of the systemic view, the trainees will also learn to select
and use flexibly key practical proceduresand classifications needed in factory
inspections(see diagrams17 and 18 as examples).

6. A statement concerning the general principles of instruction.

For example:
The following principles willbe observed in the course:

o instruction will advance through problematic case studies; participants
will be given abundant tasks and intensive individual and group work
will be required of them;

o conceptual models will be continuously applied and elaborated in the
tasks.

7. A comment on organizational arrangements.

For example:
Instruction will take place during a five-day residential course. Before

the course begins, students willperform a preliminary task and their solutions
will be reported during the course. At the beginning, students will be divided
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into four groups for solving the various tasks; the groups will remain the same
throughout the course. A special feedback day will be linked to the course.

8. A list of thematic units.

For example:
The course will be divided into the following thematic units:

(i) Introduction

(ii) The origin and development of factory inspection

(iii) The system of factors influencing workplace safety and health

(iv) Practical procedures and classifications in consultative factory inspec
tion

(v) Course summary

(vi) Feedback day

Thus the general part of a curriculum reflects the instructional approach
of an entire course, the "philosophy" behind it, so to speak. The general part
of a curriculum for a course of just a few days' duration might be less exten
sive. For a longer training programme, it might contain a more ambitious
analysis which reflects the evolution of the work practice of the target group
and a detailed specification of the competence aimed for.

The specific part of a curriculum

The purpose of the specific or detailed part of a curriculumis to guide
the processes of teaching and learning. How detailed the specific part of acur
riculum isdepends largely on the size of the whole course. Obviously it is not
sensible to describe every minute of a course which will last several months or
years. On the other hand, the instructor of each thematic unit can be required
to draw up an exact plan for his or her own teaching.

For a short course, it is possible andoften worthwhile to prepare a very
detailed curriculum, down to the level of about every five to ten minutes. This
does not mean that the instructor is bound to the clock.The purpose of such
detailed planning is ratherto simulateandimagine in advance the stepsof the
actual instructional process so concretely that the contingencies and surprises
of the practical realization will be met with deeper insight and more flexible
alternatives in mind.

The specific part of a curriculum consists of thematic units. Each the
matic unit is designed around two components: the orientation basis and the
complete instructional treatment.
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The form for planning the complete instructional treatment was depicted
in diagram 22 in Chapter 6. In that form, the contents and methods of the the
matic unit are represented alongsideeach other in their temporal succession. A
blank version of the form can be found at the end of the book as Annex 2.

In Column 1 we find the number and name of the thematic unit. Its main
instructional function within the whole course is mentioned in parentheses.

Column 2 expresses the boundaries and numbers of the teaching peri
ods. A period indicates a session of work, for example onelesson, which ends
with a break or a rearrangement of the situation.

Column 3 shows the time allotted for each period and each instructional
function. Especially in concise courses, separate time allotments should be
made for each instructional function. This way the actual realizationof each
function will be realistically assessed. The time given for period 1.1. in dia
gram 22 is exceptionally long and inexact (about five days) because it con
cerns a preparatory student task to be performed at home.

Column 4 is a fairly precise indication of the contents of each phase and
instructional function. This column contains what is traditionally put in the
"lecture outline'. More than that, it should also contain fairly detailed
descriptions of theassignments of student tasks.

Column 5 indicates the instructional function of each teaching phase.
This column is decisive in planning and evaluating complete instructional
treatment. Whether complete instructional treatment has been thoroughly
prepared or not shows up right away in the fifth column.

In Column 6 the corresponding instructional format is indicated for each
instructional function. However, one must bear in mind that the format can
also change during the same function, and vice versa, the function can change
while the same instructional format is maintained.

Column 7 indicates the social mode for each instructional function.
Again, the social mode may change while the function remains the same, and
vice versa.

Column 8 lists the materials and instruments needed in the various
phases and instructional functions.

Column 9 is left for instructor's notes, specific reminders and observa
tions that help the teacher anticipate and later evaluate the process.

The form enables the planner to move vertically (in time), column by
column, starting with the contents and instructional functions which represent
the internal factors of instruction. On the other hand, the planner can and
should also movehorizontally (in space), integrating contents, instructional
functions, formats and modes into meaningful social situations of teaching
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and learning. This kind of two-dimensional planning is tremendously impor
tant mental preparation for an instructor.

Experience shows that filling in this kind of a blank form gives a certain
posture and lucidity even to a short course. The use of a blank form may be
difficult to begin with, but it soon becomes quicker and easier.

Phases of preparation for teaching

Preparation of a curriculum generallydemands the cooperation of the
course planner and the specialists teaching the various thematic units. The
courseplanner may first sketch a rough draft of the general partof the cur
riculum. Then he or she might negotiate with the various thematic unit
instructors to obtain from them the specific parts of the curriculum. Finally,
the course planner weaves the different parts together and presents hisor her
own suggestions.

We might summarize the step-by-step process of planning as follows:

1. Establish a connection between the training and the development of
the work practice and organization of the trainees. Characterize the compe
tencies the course is meant to produce.

2. Characterize the bases for the selection of the instructional contents.

3. Draw upa general view of the principles to be observed in teaching
and define the organizational arrangements to be used.

4. Define the cognitive objectives of the entire course, its overall orien
tation basis.

5. "Translate" the orientation basis into learning contents, that is, intoa
list of thematic units, and define the main function of each unit as part of the
whole course.

6. Specify the general cognitive conflict motivating the whole course
and how participantsare to be tuned into it.

7. Work out an orientation basis for each thematic unit.

8. Specify the contentsof each thematic unit (the column 4 of the form
in diagram 22); at the same time give a profile to the complete instructional
treatment of the unit by dividing it into instructional functions (the column 5
of the form).

9. Define the time required for each instructional function. Take particu
lar care not to makefunctions and units toobriefand pressured interms oftime.
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10. Choose the appropriate instructional format and social mode for
each instructional function (columns 5 and 7 of the form).

11. Make sure the thematic unit contains at least one contextually
meaningful student task (whole task) which anchors the instruction in the
work practice it serves.

12. Divide the curriculum unit (the thematic unit) into teaching periods;
decide when there should be breaks, and check that the time schedule can
realistically be followed.

To divide the planning of teaching into phaseslike these simplifies the
task. However, in reality the plan takes shape in a less linear, iterative way.
The planner movesforwards andbackwards from one phase to another.

A sketchyor defective curriculum is better than no curriculum at all.
Often phase seven (formulating theorientation basis of each thematic unit),
for example, remains incomplete because of scanty resources. This does not in
itself prevent good quality teaching. It may berewarding to work out an ori
entation basis first for just one or two thematic units. Experiences gained
from using them may inspire further elaboration of thecurriculum.
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TEACHING SKILL 8
External criteria of skilful teaching

What are the characteristics of skilful teaching?

Once again, a distinction must be made between the internal and exter
nal factors of teaching. Teachers are not skilful justbecause they are experts
with regards to theexternal factors of teaching. Their teaching may be showy
or pleasantly entertaining, but this is not enough.

The external factors of teaching skill include atleast the following points:

o presentation skills: the skill of using one's voice and gestures effectively,
of establishing contact with the audience;

o interpersonal skills: the ability to encourage students to state their opin
ions, to listen to them, to create an intensive group atmosphere and to
use group dynamics in teaching;

o organizational skills: the skill to keep a goodrhythm between instruc
tional work and rest periods, to use the physical set-up effectively, to
varyteaching formats andsocial modessufficiently;

o competence with audio-visual media and information technology: theskill
to plan for and use effectively technical instruments, ranging the black
board and the overhead projector video and computer technologies.
These external factors of teaching skill are necessary and useful, butnot

sufficient. They are the "shell" of good teaching. What then are the internal
factors, the substance of good teaching?

Internal criteria of skilful teaching

The first and most important internal factor of skilful teaching isa thor
ough knowledge of thecontents of thesubject matter. Thequality of teaching
depends ultimately on how successfully one uncovers theessential principles
and key ideas of the topic. This only happens when the teacher puts her- or
himself wholly into the content. Most important isnot to pass on ready infor-
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mation as if one were transferring merchandise, but to aim at tracing knowl
edge to its source and finding applications for it.

Good teachers ask "Why ?" They demand of themselves that they be
able to explain developmentally what they teach, to trace it to its origina
tion and to follow its evolution. They look for systemic relations and inter-
dependencies in the subject matter. This first factor can be reduced to one
question: How good an orientation basis is the teacher able to draw up for
the thematic unit?

The second internal factor of teachingskill is to be able to plan instruc
tion drawing on a consistent theoretical viewof teaching andlearning. Teach
ing is not only art and improvisation. Planning instruction does not merely
imply technical arrangements, but the practical application of a theory of the
teaching-learning process.

This second factor can also be reduced to one question: How well does
the teacher design a completeinstructional treatment of a topic?

The third internal factor of teaching skill concerns teacher ethics. A
teacher influences students through hisor her personality, by the mannerin
which he or she relates to subject matterand to students. The basic points of

Diagram 24: Internal and external criteriaof teaching
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teacher ethics are a demanding yet respectful relationship to students and a
serious interest in the contents and uses of subject matter.

Teachers might know their subject and how to plan their teaching. But
their skill is partial and their results uncertain if they relate to students with
nonchalance or arbitrary favouritism. This also applies to an instructor who is
not concerned if a student only pretends to understand a topic or who mocks
and makes a fool of the student who fails.

Too much routine, getting set in one's ways and disappointment with
poor results easily lead teachers to an ethically precarious position. They
begin to explain that poor results are due to the "stupidity" or "laziness" of
the students. Although these things might never be said openly, the students
have a delicate instinct for such attitudes of teachers.

The same effect occurs if teachers take an indifferent attitude toward
the contents of the material they are teaching. Students instinctively sense
when teachers do not really stand behind the ideas they are teaching. The
teacher's task is not to be a neutral mediumof information whoshies away
from values and argumentation. Neutral teachers do not exist. Indifference
itself implies an opinion.

Diagram 24 summarizes theexternal and internal criteria ofteaching skill.
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